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a b s t r a c t
Results from a parametric study of ﬂame extinction and reignition with varying Damköhler number using
direct numerical simulation are presented. Three planar, non-premixed ethylene jet ﬂames were simulated at a constant Reynolds number of 5120. The fuel and oxidizer stream compositions were varied
to adjust the steady laminar extinction scalar dissipation rate, while maintaining constant ﬂow and geometric conditions. Peak ﬂame extinction varies from approximately 40% to nearly global blowout as the
Damköhler number decreases. The degree of extinction signiﬁcantly affects the development of the jets
and the degree of mixing of fuel, oxidizer, and combustion products prior to reignition. The global characteristics of the ﬂames are presented along with an analysis of the modes of reignition. It is found that
the initially non-premixed ﬂame undergoing nearly global extinction reignites through premixed ﬂame
propagation in a highly stratiﬁed mixture. A progress variable is deﬁned and a budget of key terms in
its transport equation is presented.
Ó 2011 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Flame extinction and reignition are important processes in
non-premixed combustion under highly turbulent conditions.
Non-premixed ﬂames occur at the stoichiometric interface between fuel and oxidizer streams, and the rate of combustion is
limited by the rate of diffusive mixing of the streams. Turbulence
acts to increase ﬂame surface area and scalar gradients, which increases the rate of diffusive mixing. These high mixing rates allow
smaller combustion volumes and higher heat release rates. However, as mixing rates increase, ﬁnite rate chemical kinetic effects
become important, and ﬂame extinction may occur if rates of diffusive heat loss exceed the heat release rate of combustion. Local
ﬂame extinction results in ﬂame holes through which unburned
fuel may escape, reducing combustion efﬁciency and allowing fuel
emission. High rates of ﬂame extinction may result in unstable
combustion, ﬂame liftoff, and if excessive, global ﬂame blowout,
posing operational and safety hazards in combustion equipment.
Flame extinction occurs in regions of high turbulent strain, e.g., in
the near ﬁeld of jet ﬂames. As turbulent strain rates decrease, extinguished regions may reignite. The mechanisms and modes of reignition, and the development of turbulent combustion models that can
accurately and reliably capture such processes, are the subjects of
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ongoing research. Reignition of extinguished ﬂuid parcels may occur
through several possible mechanisms, including:
 Auto-ignition, possibly coupled with ignition front propagation.
This mechanism is expected to occur in regions for which the
homogeneous ignition delay time is low and temperature gradients are not too large [1,2].
 Edge ﬂame propagation along the (nominally) stoichiometric
surface of the extinguished region. By this mechanism a ﬂame
hole is essentially healed as burning portions of the stoichiometric surface propagate into extinguished regions under favorable
strain [3]. A review of edge ﬂames is given by Buckmaster [4].
 Turbulent ﬂame folding. Reignition may occur through turbulent ﬂame folding, where burning regions or hot combustion
products are folded onto extinguished regions, which reignite
through diffusive heat and mass transfer [3,5].
 Premixed ﬂame propagation. If the extent of mixing is sufﬁcient
during periods of extinction and reignition, a premixed ﬂame
may develop and propagate. This ﬂame propagation occurs in
a partially premixed mode through a non-homogeneous mixture of varying stoichiometry and temperature, both of which
impact the ﬂame speed. Subsequent reaction between rich
and lean combustion products may also be important. This
mode is expected under conditions of severe and pervasive
extinction, but short of ﬂame blowout.
While many experimental investigations of diffusion ﬂames
with extinction phenomena have been performed (see e.g., [6],
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references in [3]), the most detailed information available are twodimensional images of the three dimensional ﬂow. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is currently the only approach that provides
detailed temporally and spatially resolved information of the ﬂow
ﬁeld and scalar state space (though at relatively modest Reynolds
numbers). Earlier DNS studies have been limited to relatively simple conﬁgurations (homogeneous decaying turbulence) and simple
chemistry, e.g., [7–9]. Pantano [3] simulated a three-dimensional
methane jet ﬂame with a four-step reduced chemical mechanism.
Recently, simulations with detailed combustion chemistry have
been performed in a methane jet in two dimensions [10]. Hawkes
et al. [5,11] performed a parametric study of extinction and reignition in planar, temporally-evolving CO/H2 jet ﬂames with detailed
chemistry and varying Reynolds number. In that study, analysis of
isosurfaces of a reactive scalar showed the dominant mode of
ﬂame reignition to occur via edge ﬂame propagation and turbulent
ﬂame folding [5]. Edge ﬂame propagation was found to dominate
in regions of lower scalar dissipation rate, whereas the highest
rates of reignition were found to occur by ﬂame folding at higher
scalar dissipation rates.
Here, we present DNS results of a parametric study of extinction
and reignition in non-premixed, planar, temporally evolving ethylene jet ﬂames. The conﬁguration and ﬂow parameters are chosen
to match those of the medium Reynolds number simulation of
Hawkes et al. [11]. In this study, rather than vary the Reynolds
number at ﬁxed Damköhler number, as in [11], the Damköhler
number is varied at ﬁxed Reynolds number. It is expected that
the extinction and reignition properties of ethylene are signiﬁcantly different than those of CO/H2. Hawkes et al. observed monomodal PDFs of reactive scalars (e.g., OH) during extinction and
reignition, whereas we have observed bimodal behavior of PDFs
of reactive scalars for the ethylene ﬂame during extinction. These
results are consistent with the experimental studies of Masri and
Bilger, who considered non-premixed ﬂame extinction with H2,
CO/H2, and CH4 ﬂames [12]. CO/H2 has a broader reaction zone
width in the mixture fraction coordinate and a lower activation energy than ethylene, making CO/H2 a more robust fuel in terms of its
extinction and reignition characteristics. Important differences in
the ﬂame structure and resulting reignition processes may result.
In this paper, we present results of the DNS simulations to
quantify the effect of the varying Damköhler number on the evolution of the jet ﬂame and the combustion processes. These results
include extent of extinction, scalar dissipation rate proﬁles, and
ﬂame surface area. Non-premixed and premixed modes of ﬂame
reignition are considered using a ﬂame index. A progress variable
is considered [13], and dissipation terms and reaction terms of
its transport equation are investigated a-priori.
2. Numerical implementation
The following sections describe the DNS code implementation,
along with the conﬁguration of the cases and the chemical mechanism employed.
2.1. DNS Code description
The DNS code used in the simulations is called S3D [14]. The
code is written in Fortran 90 and parallelized with MPI. S3D solves
the compressible, reacting Navier–Stokes equations given by the
following equations (in index notation) for continuity, momentum,
energy, and species mass fractions, respectively:
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In these equations, q is density, vi is velocity, t is time, xi is position, P is pressure, si,j is the viscous stress tensor, Yk is the mass
fraction of species k, and xk is the species reaction rate. In addition,
eo, qi, and jk,i are the speciﬁc total energy, heat ﬂux vector, and species diffusion ﬂux vector, respectively. The total energy is given by
eo = vivi/2 + h  P/q, and the heat ﬂux vector is given by
P
qi ¼ krT þ k hk jk;i , where k is the thermal conductivity, T is temperature, and h and hk are the speciﬁc enthalpies of the mixture
and species, respectively. The transport equations are closed with
constitutive relations for the species diffusivities, the stress tensor,
a thermodynamic relation linking enthalpy and temperature,
h = h(T, Yk), and the ideal gas equation of state P = qRT/M, where
M is the gas mixture molecular weight, and R is the universal gas
constant. The viscous stress tensor is computed as


si;j ¼ l @@xvji þ @@xvij  23 di;j @@xv l . A mixture-averaged formulation based
l

on a form of Fick’s law is used for the species diffusion ﬂux
k
 qDMk Y k
jk;i ¼ qDk @Y
@xi

@M
,
@xi

where Dk is a mixture-averaged diffusion

coefﬁcient computed using the Chemkin Transport package [15].
The diffusion ﬂux of nitrogen is computed as one minus the sum
of the diffusion ﬂuxes for the other species in order to enforce a
null sum of diffusion ﬂuxes.
S3D integrates the reacting ﬂow equations, given above, using a
fourth-order, six-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method [16]. Spatial
derivatives are approximated on a ﬁnite difference grid using
eighth-order central differences. A 10th spatial ﬁlter is applied at
each timestep to remove high wavenumber content and reduce aliasing errors [17]. Non-reﬂecting outﬂow boundary conditions are
employed at open boundaries using the formulation of Sutherland
and Kennedy [18].

2.2. Combustion chemistry
The present study considers ﬂames with intense ﬁnite rate
chemistry associated with turbulent extinction and reignition under a wide range of stoichiometric conditions, and ﬂame modes
(both non-premixed and premixed). The combustion mechanism
used should be accurate under these conditions, but also minimize
computational costs associated with the number of chemical species transported and the cost of computing reaction rates. These
costs are associated with small chemical timescales which dictate
the timestep in an explicit integration scheme and lengthscales of
reactive intermediates, the resolution of which dictates the computational grid size.
The chemical mechanism used for this parametric study has
been described previously [19]. The mechanism is based on a
validated detailed ethylene mechanism [20], in which the directed relation graph method and sensitivity analysis are used to remove species to create a skeletal mechanism, which is further
reduced by deﬁning quasi-steady state (QSS) species using computational singular perturbation. The resulting reduced mechanism consists of the following 19 transported species: H2, H, O,
O2, OH, H2O, HO2, H2O2, CH3, CH4, CO, CO2, CH2O, C2H2, C2H4,
C2H6, CH2CO, C3H6, and N2. In addition, the following 10 QSS species are included in the mechanism: C, CH, CH2, CH2 , HCO, CH3O,
C2H3, C2H5, HCCO, CH2CHO. This mechanism was validated
extensively against the detailed mechanism for ignition delay
time, PSR extinction residence time, laminar premixed ﬂame
speed, and species proﬁles in premixed laminar ﬂames and opposed jet diffusion ﬂames.
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2.3. DNS conﬁguration
The ﬂow conﬁguration is a temporally-evolving, planar slot-jet
consisting of a central fuel core surrounded by oxidizer. The ﬂow
is periodic in the streamwise and spanwise directions, and open
in the cross-stream direction, resulting in a constant bulk pressure
as the ﬂow evolves. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the conﬁguration. The computational costs of DNS preclude the use of very large
domains, and the temporal conﬁguration allows the study of the
development of the jet within the domain (in effect maximizing
the residence time of ﬂames and ﬂuid structures in the domain
by following the mean convective ﬂuid evolution). The jet provides
one direction of mean shear (in the cross-stream direction), and
two statistically homogeneous directions in the streamwise and
spanwise directions, maximizing the data available for statistical
analysis. This conﬁguration has been used previously in the study
of turbulent soot formation [21].
The parameters of the conﬁguration are similar to those used in
a study by Hawkes et al. [11], who simulated extinction and reignition in a CO/H2 jet at three Reynolds numbers, but at a constant
Damköhler number. Here, we study a representative hydrocarbon
fuel, ethylene, at a ﬁxed Reynolds number of 5120, with three varying Damköler numbers. The ﬂow conditions are those of the medium Reynolds number case of Hawkes et al.
The velocity and composition ﬁelds are initialized as follows.
The streamwise velocity ﬁeld is set with DU/2 in the central fuel
stream, and DU/2 in the surrounding oxidizer streams, for a
velocity difference of DU between the streams. A mixture fraction
n proﬁle is set with n = 1 in the fuel core, and n = 0 in the surrounding oxidizer. Hyperbolic tangent proﬁles with transition thickness

Fig. 1. Schematic of the DNS conﬁgurations.

Table 1
Simulation parameters of the three parametric DNS cases. Repeated values (e.g., on Ly)
refer to values for DNS Cases 1–3, respectively.
H (mm)
DU (m/s)
Rejet
Hn (mm)
du (mm)
u0 /DU (init)
H/L11 (init)

0.96
196
5120
1.5
0.19
5%
3

Lx/H
Ly/H
Lz/H
Dx (lm)
dn (mm)
sjet (ms)
srun/sjet

12
15, 17, 19
8
17
0.74
0.0049
74, 87, 140

d are used as smooth transitions between the fuel and oxidizer
streams, and between the positive velocity in the jet core and the
negative velocity surrounding the core. Table 1 gives the geometric
parameters used in the three parametric cases. H and Hn are the
velocity jet height and the fuel core height, respectively. That is,
Hn is the thickness of the central fuel core, and H is the thickness
of the velocity jet. d is the transition thickness of the velocity
proﬁle, and dn is the transition thickness of the mixture fraction
proﬁle. Lx, Ly, and Lz are the domain lengths in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The x, y, and z directions correspond to the
streamwise, cross-stream, and spanwise directions, respectively.
Dx is the grid spacing (uniform and equal in all three directions),
and sjet is the jet timescale deﬁned as H/DU. A homogeneous, isotropic turbulent velocity proﬁle is overlaid on the streamwise
velocity proﬁle in the region of the velocity core (H) to trip the
shear layers. The turbulence intensity (u0 ) and integral lengthscale
(L11) parameters used in the turbulence speciﬁcation are also
shown in the table. The turbulence intensity and integral timescale
(L11/u0 ) are small compared to the shear velocity, and jet timescale.
The shear layers develop rather quickly, and velocity ﬂuctuations
rise substantially within 7sjet. Figure 2 shows the initial condition
at a streamwise and cross-stream (x–y) plane of the ﬂow.
Smoothed temperature contours are shown in grayscale. The
z-velocity ﬁeld from the initial turbulence is shown as contours
in the jet core. Four horizontal lines are also shown. The inner
two lines indicate the velocity core H, and the outer two lines
indicate the fuel core Hn. Note that the temperature peaks outside
the initial turbulence ﬁeld at the stoichiometric point.
The gas composition is speciﬁed through the mixture fraction
proﬁle. A steady laminar ﬂamelet solution (assuming unity Lewis
numbers) is mapped to the domain with a consistent scalar dissipation rate proﬁle between the ﬂamelet solution and the mixture
fraction proﬁle in the DNS [19]. The proﬁle width dn corresponds
to 50% of the steady laminar extinction width.
It was desired to match as many ﬂow/ﬂame parameters as possible between the previous CO/H2 simulation [11], and the present
cases. The parameters of interest are the stoichiometric mixture
fraction, the density ratio of the reactants and products, the

Fig. 2. Initial proﬁle of temperature (increasing white to black), with z-velocity
contours and horizontal lines demarcating the jet core for velocity (inner lines), and
mixture fraction (outer lines).
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Table 2
Comparison of fuel parameters.

nst
To (K)
qr/qp
m (cm2/s)
vq (1/s)
Tq (K)
Tad (K)

Table 3
Stream compositions (mole fractions) for the three cases.

CO/H2

C2H4

0.422
500
4.2
0.416
2380
1296
2376

0.422
550
4.3
0.421
2380
1700
2345

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

0.17
550
5.2
0.35
4774
1953
2721

0.17
550
5.0
0.36
3587
1896
2660

0.17
550
4.8
0.37
2380
1822
2569

kinematic viscosity, and the extinction scalar dissipation rate. Table 2 shows a comparison of these parameters between the fuels.
The density ratio reported is for reactants and adiabatic equilibrium products of a stoichiometric mixture of the fuel and oxidizer
streams. The kinematic viscosity is reported for the fuel stream.
The scalar dissipation rate vq shown is the stoichiometric value
at ﬂame extinction for an adiabatic, steady laminar ﬂamelet solution using the same chemical mechanism as in the DNS, but with
unity Lewis numbers. The corresponding stoichiometric ﬂame
temperature at the extinction limit Tq is also shown. The ﬂamelet
solutions were obtained solving the unsteady problem to steady
state in the mixture fraction coordinate, and beginning each calculation with the solution at a lower scalar dissipation rate as the
extinction dissipation rate was approached. The ﬁrst two columns
in the table compare CO/H2 and ethylene with the same value of
the stoichiometric mixture fraction. The stoichiometric extinction
scalar dissipation rate for these two cases (as well as Case 3) is
the same. This was achieved in the ethylene cases by varying the
total N2 in the system. That is, the stream compositions were varied so that, at the stoichiometric point, the relative concentration
of nitrogen to fuel was changed. The stoichiometric mixture fraction was varied by moving N2 from the oxidizer stream to the fuel
stream [22]. Note the remarkable agreement between the parameters of these two cases. The quench temperature of the ethylene
case is much higher than that of the CO/H2 case.
In test simulations (run at lower grid resolution to reduce computational costs), the ethylene case at nst = 0.422 resulted in global
extinction, and the value of nst had to be reduced to 0.17. This effectively moves the ﬂame further from the highest shear regions of
the jet. Figure 3 shows the moles of N2, O2, and fuel (C2H4, or CO/
H2) at the stoichiometric point for the three cases considered here,
along with the CO/H2 case, and that for an ethylene air mixture.
The graph is on a basis of one mole of fuel, with 0.5 and 3 moles
O2 for the CO/H2 and ethylene cases, respectively. The moles of
N2 in the graph are 2.1667, 6.870, 7.927, 9.516, and 11.28 moles
N2 for the CO/H2 fuel, Cases 1, 2, 3, and ethylene/air, respectively.
The corresponding stream compositions for Cases 1–3 are given

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

n=0

O2
N2

0.33516
0.66484

0.30525
0.69475

0.26914
0.73086

n=1

C2H4
N2

0.52105
0.47895

0.47642
0.52358

0.47205
0.57795

in Table 3. The mole ratio of CO to H2 for the syngas fuel is 5:1
as reported in [11].
For the three simulation cases 1–3, the density ratios, kinematic
viscosities, and quench and adiabatic temperatures vary by only 3–
4% from their respective means. This, together with the observation that the combustion rates are dominated by turbulent mixing
rates up to the point of extinction, results in a sole parameter, vq,
determining the degree of extinction, reignition, and ﬂow evolution for the three cases studied.
In Table 2, the conﬁguration parameters for the three cases studied are shown. Each case is initialized with the same nst, but the stoichiometric extinction scalar dissipation rate (steady laminar value)
is varied by adjusting the nitrogen concentration of the streams as
noted above. This results in Damköhler numbers Da of 0.023,
0.017, and 0.011 for Cases 1–3, respectively, where Da = vqsjet. Case
1 experiences the least extinction, and Case 3 the most. This deﬁnition of Damköhler number was used by Hawkes et al. [11]. Deﬁnition
of an intrinsic chemical timescale is difﬁcult for detailed chemical
mechanisms. Here, the intrinsic chemical timescale is deﬁned as
the inverse of the stoichiometric steady laminar ﬂamelet extinction
scalar dissipation rate. For steady ﬂamelets at extinction, the mixing
rate, characterized by v, is balanced by the chemical reaction rate,
and increases in v result in ﬂame extinction. Hence, 1/vq is a reasonable estimate of the chemical timescale, especially considering the
present emphasis on ﬂame extinction.
3. Simulation results
In the following sections, results of the three parametric simulations are presented in terms of general behavior and observations
of the ﬂame structure, heat release rates, the degree of extinction,
followed by an analysis of the ﬂame reignition mechanisms for the
three cases, and analysis of a ﬂame progress variable.
3.1. Extinction effects on jet evolution
The purpose of the parametric simulations is to vary the degree
of ﬂame extinction achieved under nearly identical ﬂow conditions
(constant Re), through variation in the Damköhler number. The
Damköhler number varies over a factor of two and a wide range
of ﬂame extinction is observed in the three cases with Case 1
exhibiting a modest degree of extinction, Case 2 experiencing signiﬁcant extinction, and Case 3 experiencing near blowout conditions. Three regimes exist in the development of the ﬂow:
1. Shear layer development and ﬂame-turbulence interaction.
2. Flame extinction with mixing of fuel, oxidizer, and combustion
products.
3. Reignition of the turbulent ﬂame.

Fig. 3. Stoichiometric composition in terms of moles on a one mole fuel basis for
several cases.

Figure 4 shows contour plots of temperature at the point of
maximum extinction for the three cases (t = 0.14, 0.18, and
0.38 ms, for Cases 1–3, respectively). The stoichiometric isocontour
of mixture fraction is overlaid. The ﬁgures show a highly contorted
stoichiometric surface with regions of burning and extinguished
ﬂame zones. The degree of ﬂame extinction will inﬂuence the degree of mixing between fuel, air and combustion products prior

D.O. Lignell et al. / Combustion and Flame 158 (2011) 949–963

Fig. 4. Temperature contours for three cases.

to reignition, which may have a signiﬁcant effect on the rate and
mode of reignition. In Case 3, the extinction is nearly complete,
with all but a single, hot reacting ﬂame kernel surviving the strain-
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ing velocity ﬁeld. As the scalar dissipation rate relaxes after ﬂame
extinction, the single kernel, shown in the lower center region of
the plot for Case 3, grows to reignite the turbulent ﬂame.
Figure 5 shows mean temperature proﬁles conditioned on the
mixture fraction as a function of mixture fraction and time for
the three cases, along with the conditional mean standard deviation of temperature. In all three cases, the temperature is high initially, then decreases to a minimum at the time of maximum
extinction, then rises again as the ﬂame strain relaxes and reignition occurs. The degree of extinction is again shown to be much
higher for Case 3 as observed from these conditional mean temperature proﬁles. The conditional standard deviations for Cases 2 and
3 are similar. The values are low prior to the onset of extinction,
then rise to a maximum around the level of maximum extinction,
and subsequently decrease again as the ﬂame reignites and the
scalar dissipation rate decreases. In contrast, the conditional mean
standard deviation of temperature for Case 3 begins low, rises to a
maximum as the ﬂame is extinguished, then decreases again as the
ﬂame nearly disappears and the mixture is homogenized somewhat, followed by an increase in deviation through reignition.
Reignition for Case 3 is incomplete as noted by the relatively low
conditional mean temperature for this case at the end of the simulation. If the simulation were carried out longer, the conditional
standard deviation would likely decrease again as the ﬂame fully
reignites. Figure 5 also shows a continual decrease in the peak value of the mixture fraction as the fuel core is mixed out. By the end
of the simulation, the peak mixture fraction in the domain is
approximately 0.7, 0.6, and 0.3 for Cases 1–3, respectively.
The conditional mean stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate as a
function of time for the three cases is shown in Fig. 6. Each of the
curves begins at the initial scalar dissipation rate. The curves then
decrease slightly as the ﬂames relax, prior to the onset of turbulence-ﬂame interactions. As the turbulence developes, the mean
scalar dissipation rate increases, reaches a maximum, then decreases as the turbulence intensity relaxes. While the curves for
the three cases are qualitatively similar, they show signiﬁcant
quantitative differences even though the ﬂow parameters (velocity, geometric properties) are the same for the three cases. Early
on, the three curves are nearly identical. The peak values for Cases
1 and 2 are close in value, while the peak for Case 3 is signiﬁcantly
higher than the other cases. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 correspond
to the steady laminar extinction values for the three cases. The
peak mean dissipation rate for Case 1 occurs at approximately
the same value as the steady laminar extinction value, while the
mean of Case 2 is somewhat above the value and Case 3 is more
than twice as high as the laminar extinction value. The width of
the proﬁles in time increases for Cases 1–3, so that Case 3 experiences a higher dissipation rate for a longer time. The increasing
width of the proﬁles results in cases with greater extinction residing above the laminar extinction values for longer times, delaying
the onset of the reignition processes. This increased scalar dissipation rate is due to the increased level of ﬂame extinction. These results are consistent with a local increase in the Reynolds number,
hence scalar dissipation rate, associated with decreased viscosity
as the stoichiometric temperature decreases through ﬂame extinction. In addition, increased ﬂame extinction results in decreased
ﬂow dilatation and density ratios due to reduced global heat release rates, contributing to higher scalar dissipation rates. Pantano
also found higher scalar dissipation rates for DNS without heat release, compared to DNS with heat release through combustion
[23]. The resulting increased scalar dissipation rate with increasing
extinction results in a positive feedback causing higher levels of
extinction. The result is an increased sensitivity to extinction,
which can lead to global ﬂame blowout in extreme cases. The conditional root mean square of the stoichiometric scalar dissipation
rate for the three cases is also shown in Fig. 6. These proﬁles are
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Fig. 5. Conditional mean temperature (left plots) and conditional mean standard deviation of temperature (right) plots for the three DNS cases.

very similar in both shape and magnitude to the mean values and
indicate a relatively high level of conditional ﬂuctuations in the
stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate.
The PDF of the scalar dissipation rate is important in modeling
of turbulent reacting ﬂows. Figure 7 shows the PDF of log10v conditioned on stoichiometric mixture fractions. The PDFs are pre-

sented on log and linear scales for the three cases. Three times
are shown for each case representing the time of peak ﬂame
extinction, the end of the simulation after ﬂame recovery, and an
intermediate time. Also shown is the normal distribution. These
PDFs where constructed by extracting the stoichiometric isosurface of mixture fraction and area-weighting the resulting mixture
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Fig. 6. Conditional means and standard deviations of stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate versus time for the three cases, along with the steady laminar extinction
values (dashed lines).

fractions obtained on a triangular grid; 70 bins are used. The PDFs
shown in the ﬁgure have been centered and scaled on the abscissas
and scaled by the standard deviation on the ordinates. In this way,
the shape of the PDFs are observed on a consistent basis. Values of
the mean, variance, and skewness of log10v are provided in Table 4,
where skewness is deﬁned as hðlog v  hlog viÞ3 i=r3log v . The general
shape of the PDFs adhere to the lognormal distribution. However,
there is some negative skewness in the proﬁles, which is most
clearly shown on the log scale as a positive deviation from lognormal at low dissipation and a negative deviation from lognormal at
high dissipation. These results are consistent with the experimental studies of Su and Clemens [24] who performed experiments of
scalar mixing in inert, planar, turbulent gaseous jets. These authors
concluded that the negative skewness is likely a property of the
scalar dissipation rate PDF and not an artifact of experimental
uncertainty or moderate Reynolds number. The DNS of Hawkes
et al. [11] (which are similar to the present simulations, but with
syngas as the fuel and varying Reynolds number), show the same
behavior as that shown here for jet Reynolds numbers between
2510 and 9079.
The stoichiometric surface area as a function of time is shown in
Fig. 8. The stoichiometric surface area is reported since reactions
nominally occur on this surface, but speciﬁcally, it is reported here
simply as a measure of the inﬂuence of the extent of combustion
on the mixing characteristics of the ﬂow. The surface area increases
signiﬁcantly as the degree of extinction increases. In Cases 1 and 2,
the surface area increases as the ﬂame extinguishes, reaches a
maximum, then decreases again. In Case 1, the peak surface area
occurs at 0.18 ms, slightly later than the peak ﬂame extinction at
0.14 ms. Case 2 is similar, but the time between the peak surface
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area and the peak extinction is longer: 0.3 and 0.18 ms, respectively. These results indicate a competition between the absence
of ﬂame, which tends to increase stoichiometric area, and the presence of ﬂame which suppresses the stoichiometric area, as the
ﬂame reignition begins on average at the point of maximum
extinction. Interestingly, the peak in the stoichiometric surface
area coincides with the inﬂection point in the reignition portion
of the burning stoichiometric surface (see Fig. 9, below). In contrast, Case 3 exhibits a monotonic increase in the stoichiometric
surface area over the whole simulation time, though it does appear
to level off somewhat around the time of peak ﬂame extinction
(0.38 ms), then rises through the reignition process.
Figure 9 shows the total heat release rate of the three cases as
a function of time along with the fraction of the total burning
stoichiometric surface. The latter is deﬁned as the fraction of
the stoichiometric surface with an OH mass fraction above 50%
of the steady laminar extinction value. This is a reasonable
criterion as the transition from a burning to a quenched state
is relatively sharp for most hydrocarbon fuels including ethylene.
For Case 3, the burning fraction of the stoichiometric surface is
shown as a dotted line during the reignition process after the
peak extinction as the reignition does not occur as a nonpremixed ﬂame (as discussed later). Hence, the steady laminar
extinction value of the OH mass fraction is not consistent with
the ﬂame state. The given deﬁnition holds over the whole ﬂame,
however. The fraction of the burning stoichiometric surface gives
a quantitative measure of the degree of extinction of the ﬂame.
Cases 1 and 2 experience approximately 40%, and 70% extinction
by this measure, while Case 3 is almost completely extinguished.
Additionally, Cases 1 and 2 experience nearly complete reignition
of the ﬂame, while incomplete ﬂame reignition occurs for Case 3
by the end of its simulation.
The total heat release rate shown in Fig. 9 highlights the competition between increased heat release rate with increasing scalar
dissipation rate, and decreasing heat release rate with increasing
extinguished ﬂame area. In Case 1, the total heat release rate rises
to a maximum slightly later than the point of maximum extinction
(the minimum in the fraction of the burning surface curve), which
is slightly after the peak in the scalar dissipation rate in Fig. 6. As
the dissipation rate decreases the heat release rate also decreases.
In Case 2, the heat release rate initially increases as the scalar dissipation rate increases, but as the burning ﬂame area is decreasing
in this region, the reduction in the burning area competes with and
dominates the increased heat release through dissipation, resulting
in the small peak at a time of approximately 0.1 ms. As the fraction
of the burning surface reaches a minimum and begins to increase,
the total heat release rate rises sharply at a time of 0.2 ms. This occurs even as the dissipation rate is decreasing (Fig. 6) through a
combination of the increasing ﬂame surface area and the increasing burning fraction of that area. At a time of 0.3 ms, a peak in
the total heat release rate occurs and the value decreases as the
scalar dissipation rate and the stoichiometric surface area decrease, while the fraction of the burning surface area continues
to increase. Case 3 follows a similar trend to Case 2, but the burning surface area is so severely reduced that the heat release rate is
low for most of the simulation before rising again through reignition at a time of approximately 0.4 ms, nominally corresponding
to the rise in the heat release rate proﬁle of Case 2 at 0.2 ms.
The location of the ﬂame, extinction, and reignition processes in
the mixture fraction coordinate is quantiﬁed through the heat release occurring in given regions of the mixture fraction. The heat
release weighted PDF of the mixture fraction PHR(n) is shown in
Fig. 10 for Cases 1–3 at six times through the evolution of each
ﬂame. The quantity PHR(n)dn is the fraction of the total heat release
occurring in the mixture fraction range of n to n + dn  PHR(n) is deﬁned as
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Fig. 7. Normalized PDFs of stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate on log and linear scales. For each case the time of peak extinction, the end of the simulation and an
intermediate time are shown. The bold solid line is a log-normal distribution.

PHR ðnÞ ¼

hHRjniPðnÞ
:
hHRi

ð5Þ

Note, however, that the weighting function (heat release rate)
may be positive or negative, so that the corresponding PHR(n),
may also be negative, and hence calling this quantity a PDF is
not strictly correct. However, if one multiplies PHR(n)dn by the total heat release rate, shown in Fig. 9, the result is the heat release
in the range n to n + dn, so that PHR(n) may be regarded as a normalized heat release density in the mixture fraction coordinate.
In each of the three plots in the ﬁgure there are two graphs,
and time increases for each curve from the lower graph to the
upper graph, and from the dash-dotted, to the dashed, to the solid curves. The stoichiometric mixture fraction is denoted by the
vertical dotted line in each plot. For each case, the peak heat release rate occurs rich of stoichiometric. The shape of the proﬁles
in Cases 1 and 2, are similar, and relatively stationary in the mixture fraction coordinate. The peak in the heat release rate at
n = 0.25 is reduced at the point of maximum extinction in Cases
1 and 2, and rises steadily through reignition. In Case 3, the heat
release is initially as for Cases 1, and 2. After extinction in the
mixing phase prior to reignition (0.39 ms), the heat release is positive with signiﬁcant fractions of the heat release at very rich
mixture fractions. The total heat release is very small during this
period, however, because of the high degree of extinction. As
reignition occurs, the peak heat release rate migrates progressively towards lower values of mixture fraction. Note that the
peak mixture fraction in the domain at the ﬁnal time is 0.3
through mixing of the fuel jet with surrounding oxidizer. This
mixing effectively squeezes all reaction towards lower mixture
fraction at the same time as the reignition process occurs.

Flame extinction tends to occur in regions of the stoichiometric
surface with high scalar dissipation rate. In a turbulent ﬂow in
which the ﬂame structure is strained and contorted and wrinkled
the scalar dissipation rate will likely be correlated with the turbulent ﬂow structures and the geometric properties of the stoichiometric surfaces. Figure 11 shows a top view of the stoichiometric
surface (view of the jet from the oxidizer stream) in which the surface contours are OH mass fraction. The ﬁgures correspond to the
times of peak ﬂame extinction. Black regions are extinguished.
The white contour lines shown in the ﬁgures correspond to 50%
of the steady laminar extinction value of OH mass fraction and
delineate burning and extinguished regions. In Case 1, there is a
clear visual correlation between the sign of the surface curvature
and the presence of extinguished regions. The ﬂames tend to extin-

Table 4
Mean, variance, and skewness of log10(v) for three cases at four times.
Time (ms)

hlogvi

r2log v

Skewness

Case 1

0.09
0.15
0.21
0.36

3.4
3.2
3.8
2.3

0.31
0.27
0.34
0.32

0.22
0.14
0.22
0.37

Case 2

0.09
0.18
0.27
0.42

3.4
3.1
2.6
2.0

0.25
0.38
0.43
0.52

0.33
0.52
0.36
0.38

Case 3

0.09
0.39
0.54
0.63

3.4
2.4
2.0
1.7

0.29
0.46
0.50
0.47

0.37
0.47
0.51
0.49
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guish ﬁrst in regions where the center of curvature is in the fuel
n, where
stream. The surface mean curvature is deﬁned as j ¼ r  ~
~
n is the surface normal vector directed with the deﬁning scalar
gradient. The scalar dissipation rate tends to be higher in these
regions, and this correlation between scalar dissipation rate and
curvature has been previously reported [21]. This is due primarily
to the stoichiometric mixture fraction below 0.5 having higher dissipation rates when the center of curvature is on the fuel side than
on the oxidizer side. Case 2 experiences a higher degree of extinction than Case 1, and the correlation between the orientation of
curvature and extinction is less obvious at the point of maximum
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Fig. 10. Heat release weighted PDFs of mixture fraction for the three cases. Time
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curves in each graph. The vertical dotted line denotes the stoichiometric mixture
fraction.
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Fig. 11. View from ﬂow outlet down on the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface (y-directed view), colored by the OH mass fraction on a scale from 0 to 0.015 (dark to
light or black to red). Specular highlights added to enhance surface rendering. The nominal extinction isosurface is shown as a white line at 50% of the steady laminar
extinction OH mass fraction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

extinction. Initially, the extinction occurs in regions of curvature
centered in the fuel stream, but as the dissipation rate increases
in time, more and more of the ﬂame extinguishes and ﬂame holes
spread over larger areas, with less correlation of extinction with
curvature.
As the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate decreases with
time (after its peak), the ﬂame holes heal as the ﬂame reignites.
In Case 2, the rate of this healing is decreased because of the larger
regions of extinction and correspondingly smaller quenched/burning interface relative to the degree of extinction. The larger regions
of ﬂame extinction in Case 2, compared to Case 1, will result in
more mixing of fuel, oxidizer, and combustion products prior to
reignition. This mixing complicates the description and modeling
of the ﬂame, as well as the mode of reignition. If sufﬁcient mixing
occurs prior to reignition, the reignition process may occur through
a premixed ﬂame propagation in a heterogeneous mixture. Indeed,
the extreme extinction that occurs in Case 3, results in the reignition of Case 3 as a predominantly premixed ﬂame.
3.2. Reignition mode
The mode in which the ﬂame reignites can be investigated by
considering the degree of alignment of fuel and oxidizer gradients
through a ﬂame index [25] deﬁned as

GFO ¼

rY F  rY O2
:
jrY F jjY O2 j

ð6Þ

The ﬂame index ranges from 1 to 1, with negative values corresponding to opposing gradients of fuel and oxidizer, as occur in
non-premixed ﬂames; positive values correspond to aligned gradients of fuel and oxidizer, as occur in premixed ﬂames. In the calculation of the ﬂame index, the fuel is taken as all CxHy species.
Figure 12 shows the cumulative heat release weighted PDF of the
ﬂame index over three ranges of the ﬂame index. The heat release
weighted PDF of ﬂame index Pc(GFO) multiplied by dGFO is the fraction of the heat release in the system between a ﬂame index of GFO
R G2
and GFO + dGFO. The cumulative PDF is taken as G1 Pc ðGFO ÞdGFO ,
where G1 and G2 are the bounds of the integration. The three
regions shown in the ﬁgure correspond to integration over angles
between gradients of fuel and oxidizer aligned within 45°, opposed
within 45°, and alignments intermediate between these regions.
These three regions are termed R1–R3, respectively.
Initially, all three cases show perfectly opposed gradients of fuel
and oxidizer consistent with the initial conditions and the nonpremixed nature of the ﬂames. As extinction occurs, the degree
of alignment increases, resulting in more of the heat release occurring in regions R3 and R1, while ﬂames in region R2 decrease. As

reignition of the ﬂames occurs, Cases 1 and 2 reverse their trends,
and the reaction in region R2 increases, while that in regions R1
and R3 decreases. Cases 1 and 2 are essentially non-premixed
ﬂames whose fuel/oxidizer gradients become more aligned
through the highly turbulent processes during extinction, with
greater opposition of the gradients in the initial ﬂow and during
the reignition processes. The curves for Case 1 show less deviation
from opposed ﬂow than Case 2, as this case experiences less
extinction. In contrast, Case 3 begins as a non-premixed ﬂame with
all of its heat release occurring in region R2 (as for Cases 1 and 2),
but as extinction and reignition occur, there is a steady shift from
region R2 to region R1. Evidently, the reignition process occurring
in Case 3 proceeds through a premixed ﬂame mode and results in
burning premixed ﬂames. The heat release in the intermediate
region R3 increases during extinction, then decreases during
reignition for Case 1. Cases 2 and 3 are similar to Case 1 in region
R1, but the decrease in the curves occurs prior to the onset of the
mean reignition process.
We note that this analysis presents an integrated picture of the
reignition process in terms of the fraction of the ﬂames existing as
premixed or non-premixed ﬂames during the ﬂame evolution
using the ﬂame index. The speciﬁc process of reignition is complicated in that non-premixed ﬂame reignition through edge ﬂames
cannot be distinguished locally from premixed ﬂames due to the
premixed nature of the ﬂame tip in edge ﬂames [26], unless a local
ﬂame structure analysis is performed. For example, Hawkes et al.
[5] examined local alignments of OH (a ﬂame indicator) and mixture fraction gradients. Aligned gradients indicate ﬂame folding
or premixed propagation, whereas non-aligned gradients are indicative of edge-ﬂame propagation. The rise in the fraction of the
ﬂame index in regions R1 and R3 in Fig. 12 may be due in part to
the presence of the ﬂame holes (illustrated in Fig. 11) and corresponding edge ﬂames. The rise in the curves in these regions is
heightened by the relative increase in aligned and intermediate regions as the non-premixed opposed regions are extinguished. As
the ﬂames reignite, however, we observe the clear trend that Cases
1 and 2 recover to burning non-premixed ﬂames, while Case 3
recovers to a burning premixed ﬂame. This is indicated by the
ﬂame index in Fig. 12, and also by Fig. 9 where the total heat release has recover to a high value in all three cases.
The determination of the speciﬁc mechanisms of ﬂame reignition and their statistics will require investigation into the topology
of the reignition zones of individual ﬂames. That investigation is
planned for a future study, especially relating to Cases 1 and 2.
For Case 3, as noted above, the reignition proceeded from a single
reaction kernel. That kernel was tracked and analysed through
ignition delay computations, and surface displacement analysis
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Fig. 12. Heat release weighted PDF of ﬂame index integrated over three regions of
the ﬂame index coordinate. Region 1 corresponds to gradients of fuel and oxidizer
aligned within 45°, Region 2 corresponds to gradients opposed within 45°. Region 3
is in between.

discussed below, and apparently reignites through premixed ﬂame
propagation through a stratiﬁed mixture. However, that does not
preclude the presence of edge ﬂame structures during the extinction processes prior to reignition.
A surface displacement speed analysis was performed to conﬁrm the reignition of Case 3 as a premixed ﬂame. The transport
equation of a simple reacting scalar / is given by

ð8Þ

where the sign convention is deﬁned such that sd is positive when
the isosurface is moving towards values of / less than /c. During
the period of intense reignition, a value of YCO2 = 0.035 was found
to closely track the peak heat release rate in the domain and this value is used as /c. This value does not track the peak heat release for
this case during the initial period when the non-premixed ﬂame is
extinguishing, and a general scalar that can capture both regions
was not identiﬁed. However, our primary focus here is on the reignition process. The surface velocity, sd, as deﬁned, was computed
and then normalized as sd ¼ qq sd , where qu is local unburnt density
u
computed from the local mixture fraction and enthalpy. This deﬁnition permits direct comparison of the local isosurface velocity to the
corresponding local one-dimensional, steady laminar ﬂame speed
sL. Note that the deﬁnition of sd is general, and applies to both premixed and non-premixed ﬂames. Comparison of the normalized value to the steady, laminar one-dimensional ﬂame speed gives a
direct measure of the degree to which the reignition mode occurs
as a premixed ﬂame. One-dimensional laminar ﬂame speeds were
computed using the Chemkin Premix code [27] and tabulated as a
function of mixture fraction and upstream temperature. The DNS
mixture fraction and enthalpy permit calculation of the corresponding unburnt (upstream) temperature and the local sL is interpolated
from the table.
Figure 13 shows the area-weighted mean surface displacement
speed sd as a function of time during the period of extinguished
mixing and the reignition process. The corresponding average sL
is also shown in the ﬁgure. Initially, the curve for sd is negative
as there is little reaction at the /c surface and the CO2 ﬁeld experiences strong scalar mixing. The displacement speed increases to
positive values at the beginning of the reignition process after peak
extinction at approximately 0.4 ms. At times later than 0.5 ms, signiﬁcant reignition and ﬂame propagation are occurring and the
mean sd and sL are very close, indicating the premixed nature of
the ﬂames. Discrepencies between the curves in this region arise
from unsteady ﬂame propagation, multi-dimensional transport
effects, or non-burning regions on the /c surface. At times prior
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Mass Fraction, Prog. Var.

to reignition, much of the CO2 surface is not associated with reaction, being a product of the non-premixed ﬂames undergoing scalar mixing. Late in the simulation, nearly all of the YCO2 = 0.035
coincides with the peak heat release rate. The mean sL curve is initially very small as the YCO2 = 0.035 surface prior to extinction resides at mixture fractions of 0.04 and 0.72, which are very lean
and very rich compared to stoichiometric (0.17), so that the corresponding laminar ﬂame speed is small.
3.3. Progress variable
The DNS presented exhibit a high degree of extinction allowing
for the possibility of partial premixing prior to reignition. Partial
premixing can be important in combustion processes including
lifted ﬂames, liquid fuel sprays, and combustion in engines and
gas turbines. Stratiﬁed mixtures consisting of reactants mixed with
products are used as a NOx control strategy (exhaust gas recirculation). A progress variable approach to modeling has been applied
to represent partially premixed combustion [13,28,29]. This is
done by specifying a reaction progress variable and its associated
transport equation. This equation has terms that are often neglected, or require closure in LES modeling. Here, a progress variable is deﬁned and reported for the DNS simulations, along with
key terms in its transport equation.
There are many ways to deﬁne the progress variable. Typically,
a given species, either a reactant or product species, or combination of species is chosen. The deﬁnition of the progress variable
used here is given by

c¼

Y i  Y mix
i
Y i
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Fig. 14. CO + CO2 mass fraction (lower curves) for equilibrium products (dashed
lines) and products of complete combustion and combustion to CO products (solid
lines). The upper plots are the equilibrium progress variable with increasing
progress variable for increasing case number.

Using Yi = Yi(c, n), with c deﬁned in Eq. (9), the transport equation for
c is derived:

@ qc
v cÞ
þ r  ðq~
@t

"
#
1
@2Y i
@2Y i
@2Y i
x_ i þ 2 qvc þ 2 qvn þ
qv :
¼ r  ðqDrcÞ þ
@Y i =@c
@c
@c@n n;c
@n
ð13Þ

;

ð9Þ
Here,

where Yi is some linear combination of species mass fractions, Y i is
is Yi
a reference state (ideally the equilibrium state of Yi), and Y mix
i
for pure mixing deﬁned as

Y mix
¼ Y i;n¼1  ðnÞ þ Y i;n¼0  ð1  nÞ:
i

ð10Þ

Here, we deﬁne Yi = YCO + YCO2. This combination is chosen because
CO is the dominant product species for very rich compositions, CO2
is the dominant product species for lean compositions, and both
species are present in intermediate regions. These three regions
are deﬁned as Region 1: 0 6 n < nst; Region 2: nst 6 n < nst ; and
Region 3: nst < n 6 1. Here, nst is the stoichiometric mixture fraction
for products of complete combustion, n = 0.17, and nst is the stoichiometric mixture fraction for CO products: C2H4 + O2 ? 2CO + 2H2,
with nst ¼ 0:3805. The lower curves of Fig. 14 show Yi at equilibrium
for the three cases. Also shown are Yi under conditions of complete
combustion products in Region 1; CO combustion products in
Region 3; and linear proﬁles for CO and CO2 in Region 2, where
CO is zero at nst and CO2 is zero at nst . Under these conditions (used
as a reference state), Yi is denoted Y i , and the equilibrium state is
eq

denoted Y eq
i . Note how closely Y i approximates Y i . The progress

variable is deﬁned using Y i since this gives piecewise-linear proﬁles
of Yi(n), and is close to the equilibrium proﬁle. For reference, the
equilibrium progress variable, that is, the progress variable when
Yi=Y eq
i in Eq. (9), is also shown in Fig. 14 in the upper three curves
for the three cases, with the progress variable increasing with case
number.
A transport equation for the progress variable has been derived
by Bray et al. [13] using the following transport equations for the
mixture fraction (assuming unity Lewis numbers) and Yi:

@ qn
v nÞ ¼ r  ðqDrnÞ;
þ r  ðq~
@t
@ qY i
þ r  ðq~
v Y i Þ ¼ r  ðqDrY i Þ þ x_ i :
@t

ð11Þ
ð12Þ

vc ¼ Drc  rc;
vn ¼ Drn  rn;
vn;c ¼ Drn  rc:

ð14Þ
ð15Þ
ð16Þ

In Eq. (13), the second and third terms in brackets are zero because Yi is linear in both c and n, as deﬁned in Eq. (9). The third
term in brackets is inﬁnite at the stoichiometric points where the
piecewise-linear proﬁles have discontinuous slopes. Bray et al.
[13] (using and equilibrium reference state) indicate that this term
is approximately zero except at the stoichiometric point. This
motivates the deﬁnition of c in terms of Y i , as we have done here,
which is piecewise linear with mixture fraction. The remaining
terms in brackets are the reaction source term and the cross dissipation term. The cross dissipation term is a measure of partial premixing and accounts for mixture fraction variations across a
reaction front [29] in the sense of a propagating premixed ﬂame,
or variations of progress variable along gradients of mixture fraction in a strained diffusion ﬂame. While deﬁnition in terms of Y eq
i
may seem more physical since that is the end state of reaction,

eq
using Y i is reasonable as a scaling factor, and is close to Y i . One
implication of this deﬁnition is that c will not vary from zero to
unity as reaction progresses from unburnt to equilibrium products,
but rather from zero to the value of c shown in Fig. 14, at a given
mixture fraction. In practice, the reactions are far from equilibrium
anyway, as shown below. The present deﬁnition of c in terms of Y i
is advantageous as there are fewer terms in the c transport equation, and numerical differentiation (ﬁrst and second derivatives)
of the equilibrium mass fraction with respect to mixture fraction
is avoided. Figure 15 shows the progress variable for steady laminar ﬂamelet solutions for the stream compositions of Case 2 for
two values of the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate. Also shown
in the ﬁgure are the progress variables for the DNS at the corresponding scalar dissipation rate, along with the DNS conditional
mean proﬁles and steady laminar ﬂamelet proﬁles of CO + CO2
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Fig. 15. Progress variable and CO + CO2 mass fractions for Case 2 at two times. DNS
(solid) and steady laminar ﬂamelet (dashed) curves are shown. Y⁄ (dash-dot) is
shown for reference.

1

Case 3

mass fraction. The higher scalar dissipation value is at the time of
the peak ﬂame extinction, and the lower value is at the end of the
simulation when the turbulence is relaxing, scalar dissipation
decreasing, and the ﬂames are largely reignited. At the later time
shown in the ﬁgure, the DNS and ﬂamelet results are in good
agreement, while, as expected, the DNS and ﬂamelet results differ
widely at the time of peak extinction. In both cases, the progress
variable is signiﬁcantly below unity, indicating the ﬂames are far
from equilibrium. The shape of the progress variable proﬁles is
similar when c is scaled with equilibrium products instead of ideal
combustion products, but the initial dip in the progress variable,
while present, is somewhat smoother when using equilibrium
products.
The conditional mean progress variable for the three DNS cases
is shown in Fig. 16 at several times during the simulations. In each
case the progress variable begins at a high value, decreases through
the peak extinction time (center time shown for each case), then
rises again through the reignition process. Outside the reaction
zone, the progress variable is relatively ﬂat, then decreases as
extinction and mixing occur. As the ﬂame reignites, these regions
gradually begin to recover due to mixing from the reaction zone,
but this process is incomplete. The low progress variable at
n > nst is due to a much higher concentration of C2H4 (at the expense of CO and CO2) than occurs at equilibrium.
The proﬁles of the conditional mean progress variable include
intermittent effects (such as burning and extinguished regions).
Low values of progress variable may be more reﬂective of intermittency than a diminished approach to equilibrium in burning re-

<c | ξ>
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0.12 ms
0.39 ms
0.51 ms
0.63 ms

0.2
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6
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1

ξ
Fig. 16. Progress variable for the three DNS cases at various times.

gions. These effects are not present, however, at the early times
due to the initial condition, or at the later times (for Cases 1 and
2) as shown by the close agreement between the DNS and ﬂamelet
proﬁles in Fig. 15 at the lower dissipation rate. The progress variable is signiﬁcantly below unity (especially in rich regions) at both
these early and late times.
For Case 3, the lowest value of the progress variable occurs at
the time of peak extinction, and occurs near the stoichiometric
point, while the progress variable is much higher in regions of
higher mixture fraction at that time. This is due to the high degree
of extinction and the excess oxidizer. Larger values of mixture fractions consist of a fuel/product mixture, but under fuel-limited conditions, whereas stoichiometric and lean regions are continually
mixed with fresh, unreacted oxidizer.
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magnitude of the RR and CD terms are higher in Case 1 than in Case
2 owing to the higher Damköhler number and earlier simulation
times reported for Case 1. In Case 3, the reaction rate term at the
early time is very small as the ﬂame is nearly extinguished. The
peak at t = 0.63 ms is similar to that of Cases 1 and 2, but at a signiﬁcantly lower magnitude. In addition, the difference between the
RR and CD term at the ﬁnal time for Case 3 is greater than that for
Cases 1 and 2 as the ﬂow ﬁeld is more homogeneous in Case 3 owing to the greater mixing between the fuel and oxidizer streams
and products during reignition for Case 3. This suggests a dominance of reaction over cross dissipation in the progress variable
for partially premixed combustion proper in which predominantly
premixed ﬂames are propagating in a vitiated ﬂow. In contrast,
while the RR term is greater than the CD term in the primarily
non-premixed ﬂames, both terms, RR and CD, are signiﬁcant. These
results are in agreement with assertions in [13,28].

0.6

0.8

1

ξ
Fig. 17. Plots of the cross dissipation and reaction terms in the progress variable
transport equation. Two times are shown for each case, the point of peak extinction
and a ﬁnal recovery time at ﬂame recovery.

A comparison of the conditional mean reaction rate (RR) and
cross dissipation (CD) terms in Eq. (13) is shown in Fig. 17. Two
times are shown for each of the three cases: the time of peak
extinction and end of the simulation at ﬂame recovery. Cases 1
and 2 show similar behavior. The RR and CD terms are higher at
the earlier times where mixing and hence burning rates are most
intense. The reaction term is active only below a mixture fraction
of 0.25, peaking at the stoichiometric mixture fraction of 0.17. At
both times shown, the RR term is dominant below mixture fractions of 0.25, whereas the CD term exhibits several peaks and valleys with a strong negative peak at a mixture fraction of 0.35. The

A series of three parametric direct numerical simulations of turbulent planar ethylene jet ﬂames has been performed at three values of the Damköhler number at a ﬁxed Reynolds number. These
simulations exhibit high levels of ﬂame extinction followed by
reignition. The level of extinction ranged between 40% and nearly
100%. It is shown that, for ﬁxed ﬂow and geometric parameters,
the degree of extinction has a signiﬁcant effect on the development
of the ﬂow including the scalar dissipation rate, stoichiometric surface area, and heat release rate evolution. Competition between
ﬂame surface area and scalar dissipation rate for overall heat release is shown. Flame extinction is correlated with the sign of curvature of the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface, with
extinction occurring preferentially in regions of the stoichiometric
surface with center of curvature in the fuel stream. The ﬂame reignition mode is examined in terms of a cumulative heat releaseweighted PDF of the ﬂame index, which is used to delineate
between non-premixed and premixed ﬂames. The two cases that
exhibit smaller degrees of extinction, Case 1, and Case 2, exist predominantly as non-premixed ﬂames through reignition, whereas
the reignition mode of Case 3 is dominated by premixed ﬂame
propagation as a result of the high degree of extinction followed
by mixing of fuel, oxidizer, and combustion products prior to reignition. Comparison of a progress variable iso-surface displacement
speed to laminar premixed ﬂame speeds conﬁrmed the predominance of reignition through premixed ﬂame propagation in Case
3. In Case 3, reignition commences fuel-rich of stoichiometric
and migrates towards leaner values with peak heat release rates
favoring fuel-rich conditions at all times for all three cases. A progress variable based upon CO + CO2 was deﬁned and analysed. The
behavior of this progress variable in time is consistent with the
extinction and reignition phenomena. Combustion processes do
not approach equilibrium here, resulting in relatively low magnitudes of the progress variable, which is compared between
equilibrium, ﬂamelets, and DNS. Comparison of cross dissipation
and reaction source terms in the progress variable transport
equation shows dominance of the reaction source term. The cross
dissipation term is small for Case 3 and more important in
Cases 1 and 2.
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